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A: The first part of your answer is correct: Each element and font has a class (and properties) that are named for the name of the CSS property it represents. The
CSS properties that you may need to modify: Fonts: font-size: sizes the font size (in points - pt) font-style: styles the font (normal, italic, oblique, etc...). font-
weight: weights the font (regular, bold, etc...) font-variant: changes the font (small-caps, etc...) Font sizes: font-size: size of the font (in pixels - px) font-size-

adjust: specific value of font-size that's based on browser window size (so that the same size font appears exactly the same amount, regardless of window size)
font-stretch: sets a specific style of the font that says how "stretched" or "narrow" the font is. The "Win32" part of your answer is incorrect. Unlike "Win64" or

"Linux" what is "Win32" is not a specification. It's simply what IE used as the name for the code that appears in the Registry under
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\shell\open\command. An example of one entry in the registry looks like this: @"C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet

Explorer\iexplore.exe" "%1" So the IE open command for any given piece of code is the full file path and name of the executable. There are "Win32"
commands, but they're slightly different. An entry for "Win32 /RegServer" points to the full path and name of the executables regsrv32.exe. (Actually its path
name is C:\Windows\System32\rundll32.exe) An entry for "Win32 (Version 4.0) JMP" points to "C:\Windows\system32\rundll32.exe" "%1" Another example
of a "Win32" command is "Win32 SHIFT/ALT/CTRL keys" which is a legacy key that puts the given key into a special mode that certain Microsoft programs,

like AutoCAD, treat slightly differently. If you want to find out what the command is for a particular context menu entry you can use Process Monitor
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